A New Discovery in Space
By William Sun
Age 9
On a clear day, I launched my own Orion to Mars. When I got there, I saw a sign
that said “Welcome to Alienmars!” The sign looked like an alien: it had lots of craters
and was pretty round. This must be the place that astronauts have been trying to find
information about.
Two minutes later, an alien greeted me.
“My name is Allen. Welcome to our land!” the alien said.
“My name is Will. Thanks for welcoming me!”
Allen put me on his back and flew me to his house.
“Please make yourself at home.” Allen said while bringing me a cup of tea.
We sat on the sofa and watched TV. After a cartoon episode was over, an
advertisement of apple pies showed up on TV.
“They look really yummy!” my mouth was watering.
The apple pies suddenly popped up on the coffee table in front of us.
While Allen and I enjoyed the apple pies, Allen told me that the religion on
Alienmars is Alienism. You have to pray and sacrifice whatever you can everyday. The
language on Alienmars is Alienguage. “Hello” in Alienguage is “Bonkers!”
“Bonkers!” I shouted immediately.
“Bonkers!”
“Bonkers!”
“Bonkers!”
Three aliens just popped out of the TV!
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“Let’s party!” Allen jumped out of the sofa with joy.
All the aliens bumped each other’s heads to greet each other while I stepped
back just to watch.
Allen took out the party clothes from his closet for everyone: they were made of
moon rocks and asteroids! Phew, they were pretty heavy for me.
We started a drawing party. While I just laid down my drawing paper, all the
aliens finished their drawings in a nanosecond! Wow, their pictures were so perfect and
beautiful! I wonder whether I could catch on anything if I went to their school.
“Can we play in your backyard instead?” I asked Allen when I saw some play
sets through the window.
“Sure!”
We played tag. The aliens ran so fast that I couldn’t tag anyone!
“I’m thirsty. Allen.” I was almost out of breath after a few rounds of tag.
Suddenly, ice cream started to fall from the sky. I caught a few ice cream cones
and my thirst disappeared. Allen and the other three aliens simply opened their mouths
to catch the ice cream. What a wonderful scene!
We played and played, never worried about time.
I hope more and more earthlings will come to Alienmars to join our party one day.
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